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The view of the Westminster Coesi,pn is: th.Ter1jus one '-#o---. truth in

religious matters, and that is1t6'XK.
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and now we are in the age of science? Is the Bible here something as the Confession which

people in the Middle Ages thought they could get truth but we have discarded it now? Toda we
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'rsonal1y I believe that

progress rw1 ems in material things in modern days as hro%ugh

application of the scientific method. And I believe that progress in religious understanding

must on the scientific method. iee-t.at.re method ey the same

whether you are dealing with
acience4
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' a very mat part. There is no man 'livina who has ever taken up any of the sciences and started
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/jn absolutely and °one into that field of science, and gone on with simply what he
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could see, what he could study, what he could work out,the data that he could anale and study

and investigate on a scientific method has given us the conclusion of that method. No man living

has ever done that. No man ax living has worked out 1 in any field of scieace, no matter

~whht
field it is, and the other 99% of what he knows in that field he has received by revelation

) or communication from another personality. No individual has the power or brain that he can get

all the data in one field of the sciences and. no one, even if he had the brain woulo. have the

\) access t0 it today. You have to get the observation of many, many different people and bring

) to you thos facts they find, in order that you can study them and build up your knowledge in
-:;

tl, at field. qf you want to know about eternal things5 if you~want to know about whahat field.
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